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About This Game

Challenge your skills in this new action-platformer adventure. Jump, Shoot and Dash throughout the city choosing which crisis
to solve first as you gain new powers and make a few allies along the way. Fight your way through legions of evil robots and

thugs as you try to save the world.

Navyblue is a star hero of Metromega, the most advanced, and now secure, place in the world. Bound to a near omnipotent
power called the Blueforce, he's been thrown in the career of vigilante and achieved to put every villain behind bars, except one.

But what happens when an evil scientist devices a way to even the playing field?
Doom has arrived and it's up to you to save the day!

Bolstered by a dangerous new weapon, several notorious villains have banded together.

Collect new suit designs throughout the city

Acquire powerful new weapons by defeating super villains

Explore the various districts of Metromega as you try to save them from destruction.
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More maps. More good.. Pros
Nice light hearted story revolving around food and friendship.
Gives you a warm fuzzy feeling.
Music & art were really well done.

Cons
Depending on choices, certain characters appear moody and lack emotional maturity.

A buy if you like ebi-hime's previous works.. Magical Flying Lolis With Laser Guns: The Movie: The Game.. So, it is direct
successor of BV:H. Is it better? No. harbinger battles were dynamic and fun, allowing play while you're on your way to work or
going back to home. The very first battle of BV:SS took 1h for only capturing 25% of sector. Main issue lying in fact that not
only your direct enemy in this sector would spawn, but also random spawn from other alien nations inside your borders could
wreck havoc. So you you have to turn back(slooooooowly, even at maxed game speed) kill them(no trouble really) and then turn
back again to recapture what's lost. Repeat...
So game is quite easy to beat, but it just take too much time. Fleet restriction is dumb. Hangar restriction is even dumber. It is
just not enough to cover whole sector and early stations are unable to protect themselves. Even with maxed out weaponry.
Refunded and not recommended, go play more BV:H.. Russian Subway Dogs” is a difficult game, and not for everyone, but it’s
gameplay is engaging, it’s difficulty curve is generous, and it’s supported by cute graphics and awesome music.

It also helps that it’s the only game where you can slow down time by drinking a cup of coffee, then roast an elk by air-juggling
vodka right into it’s face.

Best Dogs.. Don't be fooled. This game is better than it looks. More fun and more challenging as well...

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=krDybK3RmG0

Easily worth its asking price of 99 cents, I put over an hour into this unique little indie game the first time I launched it.. and
that is RARE for me to do with ANY game here on Steam, even big budget games. That should tell you something! But then
again, I always have had a fondness for developers who don't simply toss up asset flips or low effort crap and put a 99 cent price
tag on it. No memes here, sorry kiddies. No sexual references or images of bouncy cleavage, sorry pervs. Instead what we have
is probably the most unique game I think I've played in my 35 years of gaming. While it's not going to make game of the year, it
is easily worth your dollar and offers enough challenge to make you holler! ;-)

My "First Play on Launch Day" initial scoring:
----------------------------------------------------------

VALUE: For a dollar, if you don't think you can ever get an hours worth of gameplay out of this little gem, then I'd tell you to
try roaming away from the hordes of sheep and AAA pretty glamour games once in a while and open your mind. ..Just sayin'
Easy 40 value here.

FUN: It takes a few minutes to get the hang of what's going on and a little longer to figure out how to control yourself, and
probably much longer to "git gud" at controlling yourself and your shots, but there is a good amount of fun and challenge
offered here. 21 out of 30.

CONTROLS & BUGS: This game just goes to show that good games with solid controls and few bugs CAN be made and sold
for the cheaps by using the free version of Unity. A few minor bugs like the image of your astronaut clipping through the
planets at times, but nothing that makes your gameplay suffer. 18 out of 20 points scored here.

GRAPHICS & SOUND: By far the least important aspect in my scoring criteria, this game just proves yet again that AAA
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amazing graphics and a $60 price tag aren't required to have fun with a game. The graphics and sound works just fine here, and
the ambient music is perfect for this type of a game. 6 out of 10 points.

My SCORE: (40 + 21 + 18 + 6) equals an impressive 85%. Nice game for your first game ever Mr developer. Well done and I
look forward to your next game! :-). I love the OOTP series and I am a fan of Hockey so I thought I would try this out. Well it
crashed so much it was not worth my time so I got a refund. In its current state, it is a no go. Don't bother downloading this, as
much as i wanted to play it, the servers are offline for years already, so you wont be able to enter the game and play it.
. I like the overall style of this game. The art and music are really cool. I wanted to like everything else.
But the game itself is only complicated because the directions are entirely vague. There's not enough information or hints as to
what to do. So I'm stuck in the 2nd scene and it's just gotten to be annoying.
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Puts cs:go to shame.. Probably one of the best soundtracks from the indiescene in 2016. Deserves your last dollars even if you
had to choose between food and this album. Someone hire this guy.. Best physics engine ever.. So, I've redeemed the serial for
the DLC can't find it anywhere. The UPLAY and STEAM integration needs to be fixed.

I like FC4 but the integration of these two products make it very frustrating.. awesome but i do feel sorry for the poor stickman.
hey gamers i have a new epic meme reviwe for put put its really FUNNY bexcauses itsan innocent kid game and In My review I
say that it is a hardcore dark soul game... :) :) please post 2 reddit. :)
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